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collected is shewn by a graduated glass tube attached to the cylinder, 
and communicating with it at the bottom. The tube is half an 
inch in diameter internally, and the graduation on the tube is in 
inches and tenths of an inch. 

The collective areas of the cylinder and glass tube being equal 
to -^th the area of the basin at the top, a scale is readily formed 
for ascertaining the depth fallen on the surface in a given time ; 
and Mr. Casella intends to graduate the scales in future so as to 
shew at once the actual depth of rain fallen without any reference 
to a table. 

The mode of adjusting the pluviameter is to fill the cylindrical 
vessel exactly up to zero on the scale, the rain falling into the 
basin, and descending into the cylinder, elevates the water in the 
cylinder and glass tube simultaneously, and thus the depth is found 
by an inspection of the scale. 

On adjusting the gauge for a second experiment, it is merely 
required to draw off the water to zero by the cock fixed in the side 
of the cylinder. 

MR. TAUNTON'S ELEGANT AND ELABORATELY 
CONSTRUCTED UMBRELLA, 

INTENDED AS A PRESENT FROM THE TURKISH AMBASSADOR 
RESIDENT IN ENGLAND TO THE SULTAN. 

The stick and frame generally are made of standard gold, and 
the handle of ivory, having on its exterior richly carved repre- 
sentations of military trophies. The silk is of Spitalfields manu- 
facture, and beautifully worked ; the pattern being a basket of 
flowers, which is repeated in each gore. Within the stick and 
handle are contained the following articles, viz. a telescope, a watch, 
a pencil-case with watch-key, a case containing pencil-points, a 
sun-dial, a thermometer, a botanical microscope, and a knife with 
two blades. The whole weight of the umbrella is thirty -six 
ounces, and the value is stated to be five hundred guineas. 

ON THE PROCESS OF PRINTING WARPS TO PRODUCE 
FABRICS TERMED "CLOUDED," OR "CHINÉ." 

By G. T. Kemp, Esq. 
The art of clouding silk has been practised upwards of a 

century, but until lately was conducted in a very rude manner, and 
at a very considerable cost. 

The technical term to " cloud," or, as in French, " chiner," 
denotes the partial colouring of the threads of silk, or other mate- 
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rial, previously to their being woven ; producing an irregular 
speckled appearance, or assuming a more definite design at the 
will of the operator, but always characterised by a softened, shaded, 
or irregular outline. 

In 1839 a process, then in active operation at Lyons, was in- 
troduced into this country by Mr. Kemp, which afterwards proved 
to be nearly identical with that described in Mr. W Ion's patent, 
taken out in 1825. In 1840 and following years the process was 
very generally applied to manufactures of broadsilks, ribands, shawls, 
and other articles of silk, as also to mixed fabrics of cotton, 
linen, or wool. 

The process is as follows. The warp, or " cane/' generally 
of white, is " turned on," and " twisted in" in the ordinary manner 
for introduction to a common loom, provided with a harness of the 
width and richness of the work to be manufactured. The " porry," 
or surface of silk stretched or exposed in the loom, is then carefully 
" picked," or cleared, from rough or hairy threads, and other imper- 
fections. A firm heading, or " tab," about two inches in width, is 
first woven, after which a small rod is introduced in the shed, for 
the purpose of attaching the warp to the " cloth beam." " Cross- 
strings," are then woven in, to enable the workmen to twist the 
warp in with facility after being printed. The weaver next pro- 
ceeds to draw about 12 inches of the cane through the harness, and 
weaves a strip of plain cloth, containing about 60 shoots, in 
I of an inch. After winding about 12 inches of the warp on the 
cloth beam, he repeats the strip of plain cloth, continuing the pro- 
cess, picking or clearing the cane throughout, until the whole warp 
has been thus prepared, the end of which he secures with a firm 
heading, as at the beginning. The shoot best fitted to weave in the 
strips of plain cloth is Italian singles, 12 or 14 deniers in size, with 
the usual Arganzine spin. This silk should be boiled off, al- 
lowing by its fineness the colouring matter to penetrate the warp in 
printing. If a fine and delicate pattern is required, the interval of 
12 inches cannot be exceeded with safety ; but when the pattern 
is large, and the outline irregular, a longer space may be left 
between the strips. The cloth-beam, which needs not be more than 
three inches in diameter, requires a ring or flange of wood or cast- 
iron, to be fixed at each end of the warp, to support the sides when 
it begins to rise on the beam or roll. The frequent introduction 
of a set of smooth laths strung together, and encompassing, or 
casing the beam, and wound on with the warp, are found to answer 
the same purpose as the flanges. It is important here to remark 
that the warping and turning-on should be performed in the best 
manner, and the picking, or clearing the cane verv carefully 
watched, as it is obvious that mending any threads after the print- 
ing must inevitably mark the work. 
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The object of forming the temporary fabric just described is to 
keep the threads of the warp in their proper positions during the 
subsequent operations of printing, steaming, washing, drying, and 
weaving, so as to preserve the pattern when tfoven. 

The cloth beam with the warp thereon being delivered to the 
printer, he fixes it in a frame, in which it is supported horizôntally on 
its axis, he then draws off a sufficient length of the partially woven 
warp, which is passed over the printing table, at the end of which 
it is attached to two parallel lengths of tape, about fifteen yards 
long, which pass over a series of rollers to an empty beam, which 
may be termed the printer's beam, to which they are attached, and 
which is placed near to and above the cloth beam, so as to enable 
the printer at the same time to let off the necessary length of warp 
from the cloth beam, and wind a corresponding length on to the 
printer's beam as the printing of the warp proceeds. 

When extended over the table the warp is printed with blocks, 
in the ordinary manner as used by calico-printers, being kept close 
down to the surface of the table by means of a roller at each end, 
under which the warp passes, and which rollers are capable of 
being raised or depressed as circumstances require. The printing 
table is covered with a blanket surmounted with an oiled or 
painted cover, between which and the warp a piece of calico is 
spread, of which a fresh length must be substituted every time a 
table-length of the warp has been printed. The neglect of this 
would cause the superfluous colour received by the calico to smear 
the warp. 

Each table-length of warp, when printed, is liberated from the 
table by raising the movable rollers, and is then drawn by the 
tapes over the series of rollers to the printer's beam, on which it is 
wound. During this passage of about fifteen yards in length (as 
before stated), a sufficient opportunity is given for drying the 
colouring matter on the warp, so as to prevent any smearing or 
marking off when rolled on the printer's beam. To assist the 
drying a certain degree of artificial heat with good ventilation is 
maintained. 

The warp, thus printed, is wound off the printer's beam and 
formed into a large skein of from eight to ten feet in circum- 
ference, and next undergoes the operation of steaming to fix the 
colouring matter, great care being taken to prevent any conden- 
sation of moisture on the silk. 

It is then thoroughly washed in a stream of cold water, to 
remove the extraneous colouring matter, and also the thickening 
ingredients with which the colour is mixed. During washing, the 
silk is protected by a covering of loose canvass in which it is 
sewn up. 

After drying, which is most advantageously effected without 
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artificial heat if the weather is favourable, the warp is given to the 
weaver to be rewoven into the ultimate figured cloth required. 

In winding the warp again on the weaver's beam, the ordinary 
means of spreading it, by passing it through a coarse reed or 
wraithe, are inapplicable, on account of the strips of cloth which 
have been woven across it ; the process, however, is readily effected 
by stretching these strips to their full extent by hand, and thus 
guiding it on to the beam or roll. The weaver pursues the ordinary 
method of manufacturing the piece of goods, drawing out as he 
proceeds in weaving the weft which has been woven in, to form the 
small strips of cloth before mentioned. No subsequent finish or 
dressing is required, and the work is ready for sale when it leaves 
the loom. 

ELKINGTON'S PROCESS OF ELECTRO -PLATING AND 
GILDING. 

By Mr. Pellatt. 

It is immaterial what metal is used for articles to be plated by 
this process ; a compound metal composed principally of nickel, 
however, is preferred, which, when plated with silver, can scarcely 
be distinguished from the solid metal. 

The first thing before plating or gilding is thoroughly to 
cleanse the articles from all grease or oxide, and this is done by 
boiling them in caustic alkali, and scouring them with sand and 
dilute acid ; they are then washed and dried, and a copper wire 
being attached to them, they are placed in a metallic solution of 
the metal required to be deposited, the wire being connected with 
the negative pole, while a silver plate suspended in the same so- 
lution is connected with the positive pole of the battery. 

The process of gilding is similar to that of silvering, except 
that the gold solution requires to be heated while the process is 
proceeding. 

Great care is required in the arrangement of the batteries, the 
object being to decompose the solution easily, and at the same time 
to produce a firm, smooth, and regular deposit of the metal. The 
secret of the manipulation consists in the correct balance of power 
between the battery, on the one hand, and the strength of the 
solutions, and the number of articles to be deposited on, on the 
other. 

The solution for gilding is prepared by dissolving the gold in a 
mixture of pure nitric and muriatic acids, the product being a 
chloride of gold ; after evaporation, this is converted, by means of 
an alkali, into the oxide, which oxide is dissolved in pure cyanide 
of potassium. 
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